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WELCOME TO OUR FAMILY!

At MPI (Managed Programs), it is our diverse team that sets us apart. At our core, we are a family. No, we are not all related, 
but we function like that. Every single customer, supplier, and team member that works with us is part of our MPI family.  
We were founded as a small business, and we retain the family values on which we were founded upon.

We believe that it is not what we make that is important to our success; it is what we make possible.

Join us today as a customer, supplier, or even team member; we will show you the endless possibilities.
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MPI (Managed Programs) began as a product development company, and as we developed our skill and technology, we added 
production parts to the MPI service line up. We aim to provide every customer with the best product development services 
coupled with parts production. We tackle problems that our competition deems impossible to solve. We take pride in delivering 
quality product development, tooling, and parts to our customers. Every single team member at MPI is well versed in our 
quality management system, and we continuously focus on improvement. 

We believe in challenging conventions every single day. 

Tell us a problem is too large to solve, and we will show you that with our team, anything is possible. 

We believe in treating our customers with respect. Our “end” customer is important, but we expand the definition of customer 
to include our suppliers, shareholders, and team members. Our customer is the next person in line we are providing an item 
to – whether it is knowledge, an assembly, or an end product. 

As our customer and family member, we will help you develop your ideas, and we will problem solve with you to come to the 
best solution possible. We are experts in designing for manufacturability because, after all, it would be a disservice to our 
fellow team members to design something that it is impossible to assemble.  

We believe in learning, we push all our team members to maintain a healthy level of curiosity. Innovation comes from every 
part of our organization. 

Our customer base is diverse, we serve OEM, aftermarket service, aftermarket performance, marine, and industrial customers.

THE COMPANY

MPI – GERMANY MPI – CHINA

MPI – USA MPI – KOREA
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 Managed 
Programs,  
Inc. (MPI) was 
founded

1997

 Develops Hyundai’s 
1st V8 Intake 
Manifold (Genesis)

2007

 MPI Acquires 
Nylon Casting 
License

1999

 Launches 1st Plastic 
Intake Manifold in 
Russia for AvtoVAZ

2003

 MPI opens office in 
Shanghai, China 

 Recipient of Michigan 
Small Business  
Exporter of the Year 
Award 

2013

 Launches 1st 
Aftermarket 
Service Intake 
Manifold

2005

 New MPI facility 
opens in Auburn 
Hills, Michigan

2011

 Launches Ford GT350 5.2L 
Intake Manifold

2015

 Launches 
Chrysler (3.7L 
KJ Jeep) and 
Daewoo (XS6)  
Intake Manifold  
in USA & Korea

1998

 Begins NylonMold 
Low Volume 
Production

 Develops 1st Active 
Intake Manifold  
in China

2010

 MPI Asia opens 
in Seoul, Korea

2001

 Launches SRT Viper Air 
Intake Manifold 

 Managed Programs  
Europe GmbH was  
founded in Germany 

2012

 Develops 1st Adhesively 
Bonded Intake Manifold with 
Dow Automotive for Maserati

 Launches 1st Plastic 
Aftermarket Performance 
(LSX) Manifold

2004

 Develops 1st Aftermarket 
Integrated Super Charged 
Intake Manifold with 
Intercooler in Plastic 

 MPI Patented Plastic Module 
Intercooler

2014

 Becomes 1st 
Company to 
sell NylonMold 
Prototypes in USA

2006

 Launches MPI Marine/
Specialty Division to deliver 
lightweight, environmentally 
friendly plastic engine 
components

2016

HISTORY
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At MPI, we make low volume production possible. Our expertise in flexible and modular assembly processes allow us to 
provide our customers top quality and service. At MPI, we believe in treating our suppliers like partners, and we leverage our 
strategic manufacturing partners to provide the best solution for every customer.

Our headquarters in Auburn Hills, Michigan is a growing manufacturing facility with a focus on lean standardized manufacturing 
and is ISO 9001 and ISO/TS 16949 certified.

Our prototype offerings include SLS, SLA, Bluestone, machined composites, NylonMold™ Prototype parts from both hard/soft 
tooling, and injection mold prototype tooling and parts. We will work with you to determine the best prototyping approach to 
meet your part quantity and quality needs.

MPI can also provide full service testing capability. In house testing equipment includes CMM measuring equipment, 3D laser 
scanning equipment, leak testing, hydrostatic burst and simulated backfire testing, air flow bench testing, and many more.

PRODUCTION PARTS

OUR GOAL IS YOUR JOY
Our ISO/TS certified team will do everything from assist you with customer meetings,  
to creating your weekly schedules, and maintaining open issues lists.  
We will make your job easy while we do the heavy lifting.
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We treat our employees like family, our suppliers like 
partners and our customers like friends. 

ISO 9001:2008 and ISO/TS 16949:2009 Certified

NSF-ISR
Registered to
ISO/TS 16949

ENGINEERING – SPEED TO MARKET
Ideas from zero to 220 KMH  
in less than 6 months
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”If I had nine 
hours to chop 
down a tree,  
I’d spend 
the first six 
sharpening 
my axe.” 

- Abraham Lincoln

MPI’s engineering team knows that the fastest way to tackle a project is not 
always to just grab the axe by the handle and start chopping. Instead, we’ll 
methodically pick your brain to collect your program requirements (or propose 
them if they are undefined and you need help) so when we start the project, we 
have an agreed-upon goal, and everyone is moving in the same direction.

Our company goal is to make our customers successful. We meticulously use a wide range of 
tools including: Design for Assembly (DFA), Design for Manufacturing (DFM), and Design for 
Profit (DFP). We utilize DFP methodology to carefully weigh design options versus profit and 
risk and then we recommend to our clients the solution that best fits their goals.

Our diverse and creative engineering team is one of the finest you will find; 
each of our degreed engineers have a broad background of skills in complex 
part design and have an average experience level of 16 years. We use our broad 
skillsets to make sure every project is a success.

So what products do we specialize in? While many of our products have been for under-bonnet 
engine components: we truly specialize in complex projects where major breakthroughs are 
required.  In these cases, we always start with a brainstorming session with our creative 
team of engineers and challenge every convention, to consider all options, before we hit the 
CAD station. In doing so, your products have the benefit of all of the knowledge of our entire 
team – and the results will be seen in your bottom-line.

Without MPI

MPI's Profit
Customer's Profit
Cost

With MPI

 Reduced cost

 Reduced price

 Increased  
profit margin

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT – SPEED TO MARKET
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LIGHTWEIGHTING
 Design optimization technique for light weight parts development
 Topology optimization
 Size and shape optimization

Let us show you the value we can deliver with Lightweighting – your costs and 
fuel economy will benefit.

 Increased somewhat or significantly   Stayed about the same

 Decreased somewhat or significantly  Unknown

QUESTION: 
There is a “lightweighting” component associated with most of the 
technologies developed to improve fuel economy and reduce emissions. 
How has the value of lightweighting changed in the last year?

15
%

LIGHTWEIGHTING
INCREASES IN VALUE

1%

9%

76%

The core to MPI’s design development history has been the ability 
to reduce weight of product designs. These have netted great 
cost and weight savings on production parts. We have achieved 
this through straight, and optimized, metal to plastic conversions.

Topology Optimization Case

 Our goal is to determine the best density (thickness) distribution to minimize weight,  
while maintaining displacement and stress level

 We accomplish this through design optimization during simultaneous analysis iterations

Optimization result with 1st concept

 Objective function :  
Minimize weight (15% achieved)

 Constraint :  
Displacement < 55mm

DESIGN BASED 
ON THE OPTIMIZATION

 1st concept

BLUE  
Small thickness 

or cut out 
possible

RED  
Keep thickness 

or strengthening 
required

 Final model

LIGHTWEIGHTING
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”It doesn’t matter 
how beautiful 

your theory is, it 
doesn’t matter 
how smart you 
are. If it doesn’t 

agree with 
experiment, it’s 

wrong.” 

- Richard Feynman

Many companies say that they can do computer-aided 
engineering (CAE) analysis. But can they do it accurately?  
In order to be accurate, it is imperative to establish a 
database comparing analysis to actual results.  This 
careful effort results in the ability for the CAE engineer to 
correlate their analysis to ensure they accurately predict 
real world results. MPI has nearly 20 years of test data 
and experience to ensure each of our CAE tools are used 
accurately on your project.  Our CAE capabilities include 
finite-element analysis (FEA), steady-state and transient 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), engine simulation, 
and a few proprietary tools including our internally-
developed, acoustic tuning software.

Predicted  
Hydrostatic Burst  
Strength = 9.7 Bar

Test Validation 
Hydrostatic Burst 
Strength = 9.7 Bar

IF YOU AREN’T MOTHER NATURE
You will need CAE/FEA expertise to ensure your product can 
meet all expectations in a perfectly balanced manner.

ANALYSIS – GETTING IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
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We shorten your overall development cycle using our 
correlated CAE tools including radiated-noise analysis, 
hydrostatic burst pressure analysis, forced-vibration 
analysis, seal-load analysis, and fatigue analysis of 
plastic and metal parts.

Using our CAE methodology, specifically optimized for 
lightweighting, we are able to remove unnecessary 
weight from your parts – ultimately saving cost for you. 

The hardest part of doing CAE with Managed Programs? 
Getting our engineers to stop offering you options to 
make your parts better, lighter, and less expensive.

Our experts in Germany have more than 15 years of experience in tool design and warpage control. Our team has the capability 
to support tooling from rapid prototype builds to serial production tools. 

We are not tied to specific manufacturing processes; we select the best solution for your product and utilize our network of 
partners around the world to build your tools based on your quality and cost requirements.

We provide you with German designed tools manufactured with our low-cost global partners.

Our program management system  
will support you throughout  
the entire process - 

 Product development
 Injection mold simulation
 Warpage control
 Tool design
 Tool build
 Production Parts

TOOLINGANALYSIS – GETTING IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
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Even with today’s more accurate warpage analysis tools, 
severe warpage can still result no matter the efforts 
taken in terms of material, mold design, and processing. 
We have the solution to mold parts correct the first time 
– we use our unique methodology on every development 
project. 

“Kentucky windage” is a term that refers to the correction 
made for wind conditions when aiming a firearm to hit the 
desired target. In a similar manner, our experienced team 
makes careful corrections, and predicts warpage in the 
molding process by use of scientific adjustments in the 
tool design to hit your part`s dimensional requirements. 

Using plastic injection molding simulation software, we 
predict the warpage from the original design and then 
apply the windage factor to compensate deformation.  
This results in a molded part in the desired shape.

Warpage simulation result

Desired part

Tool cavity compensated  
with windage factor

WINDAGE CONTROL
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CREATIVELY BREAKING THE RULES
Run circles around your competition with a team that challenges convention 
and arrives at innovative solutions 

NylonMold™ - Nylon casting is a low pressure, 
repeatable casting process used to cast glass-filled 
or unfilled PA6 material, suited for low volume 
production or high volume prototype quantities. 
Liquid composite material is poured into the tool to 
fill the mold cavity as the material polymerizes in the 
shape of the part. The advantages of this process are 
good dimensional accuracy and similar mechanical 
properties to injection molded parts.

Using NylonMold™, we provide our customers with  
prototype and production parts with affordable tooling. 
NylonMold™ makes low volume production possible. 
Low volume production with high volume prices. 

 NYLONMOLD™ 
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www.managed-programs.com
 sales@managed-programs.com  www.linkedin.com/company/managed-programs

 www.facebook.com/ManagedPrograms

CONTACT US

MPI – USA
4325 Giddings Rd., Auburn Hills, MI 48326 I  
Ph.: +1-248-509-5000

MPI – GERMANY
Rankestraße 35, D-01139 Dresden, Germany I  
Ph.: +49-351-862-915-44

MPI – KOREA
926 Manhattan bldg., 33 Gukjegeumyung-ro 6-gil,  
Yeongdeungpo-gu, 150-749 Seoul, South Korea I  
Ph.: +82-70-4323-1887

MPI – CHINA 
Room 2012, Building A, Guangqi Culture Plaza  
No. 2899 Xie Tu Road, Shanghai, China I  
Ph.: +86-21-3477-2478


